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Abstract 
In order to make up for the lack of knowledge services in digital libraries, a method of 
recommending scientific and technological literature for knowledge services is 
proposed. From the perspective of user context, this article conducts an in-depth study 
of user history browsing behavior logs incorporating scientific research context 
information. By extracting the information of the user's context, the user interest model 
based on the scientific research context is constructed, and then the scientific and 
technological literature that meets their contextual needs is provided. The validity of 
this method is verified by real experimental data.The results show that the user model 
based on the scientific research contextual preference topic proposed in this paper can 
predict user preferences better, which provides ideas for the knowledge service of 
digital library. 
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1. Introduction 

With the proposal of Lib 4.0 conceptual model, some emerging theories and technologies have 
been introduced into the knowledge services of digital libraries,which also predicts the 
development direction and social humanistic environment of the next-generation digital 
library[1]. Among them, the Digital Library resource recommendation service based on context 
awareness organically links the context and behavior data of researchers with the library 
resource data, fundamentally changing the way, path and channel of their access to information. 
After the transformation from traditional library to Smart Library, although the convenience of 
scientific researchers in using library resources has been significantly improved, the low 
utilization rate of network academic resources is still an urgent problem to be solved. 
Integrating "context" into the resource recommendation service of digital library plays a vital 
role in improving the quality of resource service. In the process of academic resources 
recommendation service, the "context" that scientific researchers are in is the important 
content of digital library research, and is also the focus of future digital library intelligent 
service. The contextual information and contextualization preference of researchers directly 
affect their information behavior, and even affect their choice and judgment of academic 
information resources.  
At present, the mainstream recommendation methods are divided into the following two 
categories: content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering recommendation. (1) 
Content-based resource recommendation usually uses user behavior data to construct user 
interest and preference model, and then compares the similarity between the user preference 
model and the resource model to recommend text with higher interest to users [2-5]. This 
method usually uses vector space model to construct user preference model and resource 
model, and the mined text topic has the problem of imprecision, which reduces the similarity 
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matching result to some extent. (2) Resource recommendation method based on collaborative 
filtering usually takes users with similar context as the similar groups of target users, and then 
makes recommendations based on the historical data of similar groups[6-8]. There are some 
problems in this method, such as the lack of in-depth study of resource characteristics and the 
fuzzy definition of similar groups, which tend to amplify the long tail effect of interest and easily 
lead to the mismatch between the recommendation results and the situation faced by users. 
In recent years, considering the importance of context in the process of scientific research, the 
personalized recommendation method for digital library based on context awareness have 
gradually gained attention.For example, Neuhold discussed the impact of contextual 
information on digital library services, classified contextual elements and combined them into 
the knowledge service system of digital libraries[9]. Champiri discussed the effective design 
and implementation method of mobile library recommendation system based on context 
awareness from three types of context information: user context, document context and 
environmental context [10]. Pera used social media data to mine friends' information, and 
combined with personal interests and contextual information to create a personalized 
recommendation system PBRECS [11]. Nirwan combined book attributes, user attributes, 
location and other contextual factors to achieve personalized recommendation [12]. Hahn 
recommended relevant books nearby to users based on location awareness technology [13].  
In summary, the contextual recommendation mechanism has attracted widespread attention 
from scholars in the library field. They express users' interests and preferences based on 
different contextual dimensions through contextual mining of users' location, time, and 
business needs. However, these studies mainly focus on the dimensions of time and place, and 
few people discuss the user's interest characteristics from the perspective of the task and the 
cognitive level faced by the user. This paper identifies and extracts scientific research context 
information, integrates contextual influence factors into the user's interest modeling process, 
in order to modify the user's topic preference, and finally verifies the effectiveness of the 
recommendation method. 

2. Research context model 

2.1. Overview of the research context  
2.1.1. Scientific research context 
The term Context was first proposed by Schmidt. Due to the universal characteristics of context 
information, the application research of context has developed rapidly. Currently widely used 
is the definition given by Dey: Context refers to any information used to characterize the 
situation of an entity[14]. This entity can be a person, a location, or a physical or virtual object 
related to the interaction between the user and the application,including the application and 
the application itself. In this paper, the research context of users in the digital library 
environment is defined as the factors that affect the information demand of the research users. 
It is the collection of internal information literacy such as the knowledge structure and network 
experience of the research users, as well as the external factors such as the time, place, task and 
social environment of the users. Personalized recommendation of digital library for scientific 
research context is to provide users with more accurate information and services according to 
their current scientific research context. 
2.1.2. Elements of scientific research context 
For different application fields or recommendation systems, the contextual elements 
considered are also different. For example, in the field of film, television and music, contextual 
elements mainly consider the user's gender, occupation, time, location, and mood; In the field 
of e-commerce, the context elements mainly consider the user's gender, income level, purchase 
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intention, and regional culture; In the field of information retrieval, contextual elements mainly 
consider the user's individual characteristics, retrieval tasks, keywords related topics, etc., and 
can also include the current time, location, and equipment status; In the field of mobile, 
contextual elements mainly consider location, temperature, humidity, weather, etc.; In the field 
of social network, contextual elements mainly consider relatives and friends, colleagues, 
emotions, time, and location. In the field of digital libraries, the composition of the contextual 
elements of scientific research users is more complex, and there are many factors that affect the 
academic information behavior of scientific research users.Generally speaking, the common 
types of situations in the library field include the following seven categories: users, physical 
environments, systems, social networks, services, tasks, and resources: 
(1)User context. It mainly includes gender, language, education background, major, occupation, 
identity, purpose and intention, personality habit, interest preference, historical behavior, log 
information, emotion, etc. 
(2)Physical context. It mainly includes time, geographical location, temperature, humidity, 
weather conditions and so on. 
(3)System context. It mainly includes device characteristics, network communication, power 
consumption, device type, screen size and so on. 
(4)Social network context. It mainly includes labels, social relations (cooperative relations, 
friends and colleagues), network clusters, social environment, etc. 
(5)Service context. It mainly includes service mode, service content and so on. 
(6)Task context. It mainly includes task problem structure, task theme, task process complexity, 
urgency, importance and so on. 
(7)Resource context. It mainly includes resource types, description information, reference 
relationships, etc. 

Table 1: Typical context dimensions for an research organization 

 
First level 
indicators 

Detailed description 
of indicators 

Secondary 
indicators 

Third level indicators 
Detailed description of 

indicators 

User 

Contextual 
dimensions 

of user 
basic 

information 

Including the basic 
information that the 
user fills in during 

registration, the 
search information 
entered by the user, 
the user's browsing 
history preferences, 
scoring and history 

personal 
inform -

ation 

Professionalbackground  

Scientific research data 
literacy ability (mainly 

reflected in the 
organization and 

representation of the 
searched information) 

(Divided into three levels 
according to the results 

of the measurement 
scale) general, Basic and 

proficient. 

Task 
context 

dimension 

The user's current 
task goal to be 

achieved 
Task type 

Writing 
papers/research/course 

design, etc. 

Information needs in 
order to complete 

coursework, semester 
reports, master and 

doctoral theses, scientific 
research projects, etc. (In 

order to acquire 
knowledge related to 
user research fields) 

Broaden their 
knowledge 

A satisfaction of self-
interest or self-curiosity. 

(In order to meet the 
needs of self-curiosity 

and self-development, so 
as to search for 

knowledge not directly 
related to the field of 

user research) 
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2.1.3. Structured definition of scientific research context 
After a specific explanation of user contexts in the field of library through the previous section, 
this section will structurally express the factors of scientific research contexts so as to facilitate 
the utilization and sharing of subsequent situational information. 
Definition 1: Research Context refers to the internal and external factors that affect the 
academic information behavior of research users. These contexts are of different categories and 
need to be expressed in a structured and unified way. 
Definition 2: Context factor set 𝐶 , including the context factor set of users, can be represented 
by vector 𝐶ontext = {𝐶 ,C ...C } . Where 𝐶 represents a certain attribute of contextual 
information, including discipline specialty, knowledge experience level, knowledge searching 
ability, task type, task status, task problem structure, etc. There are H dimensions in total, and 
these attributes describe the current state of the research situation the user is in. 
Definition 3: We use 𝐶  to represent the value of the𝑗 context in the context factor 𝐶 of the 
𝑘 dimension in Definition 2, and then 𝐶 = {𝑐kj| k ∈ [1, ℎ], 𝑗 ∈ [1, ℎ ]}, where 𝐶 represents the 
context factor of the 𝑘  dimension, which contains at most ℎ  context instances. 
Among them, the user's basic information context dimension includes professional background 
and scientific research data literacy ability. The value of scientific research data literacy ability 
attribute is general, basic and proficient. The task context dimension includes the type of task 
the user is currently in. 

2.2. User preference extraction 
2.2.1. Description of scientific research user preferences 
Scientific research user preference refers to the rational choice of information or service made 
by users through their own cognition and emotional bias. Research and academic users' 
preferences can be reflected through their online academic information behaviors. By analyzing 
these behavioral information, users' information needs can be deeply mined. This paper mainly 
analyzes the research users' preferences by analyzing their historical behaviors of retrieval, 
browsing and scoring in the academic web system. In this paper, the user interest model and 
recommendation method are validated by experiments.Therefore, the method of display 
acquisition is mainly adopted to collect and record the search keywords, browsing records, 
scoring records and other information of experimental subjects in a certain scientific research 
context, and on this basis, preference extraction is carried out. 
2.2.2. Structured definition of contextual preferences of scientific researchers 
Definition 4: The set of historical behaviors of scientific researchers refers to the behaviors of 
researchers in the academic webpage system such as visiting, browsing, and scoring, is defined 
as 𝑈𝐻 = {𝑢ℎ|𝑢ℎ ∈ 𝑏 × 𝑏 . . .× 𝑏 }, where 𝑏 refers to the academic information behaviors of 
researchers: search keywords, visit duration, visit frequency, rating, etc. 
Definition 5: User historical behavior context set is defined as 𝑈𝐻𝐶 = {𝑢ℎ𝑐 |𝑢ℎ𝑐 ∈
𝑏 × 𝑏 . . . 𝑏 , 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶}, where 𝑐  is an example of a scientific research context, and 𝑢ℎ𝑐  refers 
to single or multiple behavior variables,such as the text information browsed by users in a 
certain period of time, and the corresponding task type, task state, task structure, scientific 
research data literacy ability and discipline and professional background. 
Definition 6: The contextualized preference set of scientific researchers,that is, the preference 
set of researchers for information or services under different contextual dimensions, is defined 
as 𝑈𝐼 = {𝑢𝑖|𝑐 ∈ 𝐶}. 
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3. Scientific research literature recommendation method for scientific 
research context based on user preference topic model 

3.1. User interest topic model for scientific research context 
3.1.1. Model introduction 
The topic model of user interest for scientific research context(UTMC) is a topic model 
proposed in this section that comprehensively considers the user context, text statistical 
characteristics and semantic characteristics of scientific research. 
Aimed at modeling the user's context and the contextual preference text associated with it. The 
basic idea of the model is shown in the figure1. In this model, the user's scientific research 
context represents the user, while the contextualized preference text associated with the user 
is influenced by the two variables of text topic and scientific research user context. 

 
Figure 1: The basic idea of UTMC 

 
The document of the user interest topic model for scientific research context mainly contains 
two parts: the context set of scientific research users and the context preference text set 
generated by it.  
Compared with the original LDA model, the user interest topic model for scientific research 
context has two more parameters: user-related scientific research context and the distribution 
of users' scientific research context 𝜌. The distribution of user - topic is directly affected by 
different research context. 
For a set of user's scientific research context and its corresponding contextual preference text, 
the generation process of user's interest topic model for scientific research context is as follows: 
(1) Generate the distribution of user research contexts on the document collection 𝜌 ~ 𝐷 𝑖𝑟(𝛾). 
(2) For each topic 𝑇 
For each user research context c  
Generate the user's keyword distribution Φ , ~ 𝐷 ir(𝛼) in the research context 𝑐 topic 𝑇 
(3) For each paper 𝑚 
a) Weighted the global statistical features and local semantic features of words 
b) Generate a distribution 𝜃 ~ 𝐷 ir(𝛼) for the topic on the document, taking the result of a as 
input 
c) For the 𝑛  word in document 𝑚. 
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(i) Take the result of a as input to generate the topic 𝑧 , ~ 𝑀 𝑢𝑙𝑡(𝜃 ) of this word, where 
𝑧 , ∈ {1,2. . . 𝑇}. 
(ii) Generate the target word 𝑤 , ~ 𝑀 𝑢𝑙𝑡(𝜑 , ). 
The preferences of scientific researchers are different, and the impact of context on researchers 
is also different. In this paper, the topic model is used to describe the contextual preferences of 
scientific researchers in order to dig out users' potential topic interests. 
3.1.2. Model representation  
In the process of library scientific literature recommendation service oriented to scientific 
research context, user interest modeling is the basis and premise of personalized information 
service. The topic model is a commonly used method to reduce the dimensionality of texts and 
to mine users' potential topic interests from the corpus. It has been widely used in the field of 
digital library research. However, due to the influence of power-law distribution of word items 
in text, and the influence of two probabilities of word in topic and word in text when assigning 
words to topic, the distribution of topic words in traditional topic model naturally tends to the 
high-frequency words in text. 
From the perspective of the composition and structure of a text, terms have global statistical 
features and local semantic features. Global statistical features indicate the importance of 
words in the entire text collection, and the weight of terms in the text collection can be obtained 
through the 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓  algorithm. The local semantic feature represents the co-occurrence 
relationship between words and words in a document within a short distance, and the 𝑛 −
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚  model is usually used to reflect the local semantic connection of words in the text. 
Starting with word weights, a topic model that integrates global statistical features and local 
semantic features can cluster more distinguishable and semantically related words into a topic 
when solving the topic. 
Therefore, this section hopes to use the topic model that incorporates word weights to 
accurately mine hidden topics in scientific and technological literature, combine the hidden 
topic preferences of scientific researchers and their characteristic word sequences, and 
integrate scientific research context factors to build a scientific research context-oriented User 
interest topic model. The user interest topic model for scientific research context is composed 
of three dimensions, namely scientific research context information, topic feature vector and 
feature word weight sequence, in order to describe the user's interest preferences for scientific 
and technological literature with different topics and different feature words in each context 
dimension. 
Definition 7: Scientific research context information composed of different attribute elements 
can be represented as 𝐶ontext = {𝐶 ,𝐶 . . . 𝐶 }, such as major, knowledge and experience level, 
task status, task type, etc. These attribute information can be used to describe the current 
scientific research context of users. 
Definition 8: User topic interest preference can be represented by 𝑇 = (𝑡 , 𝑡 , . . . 𝑡 ), where 
𝑡  represents user u’s preference for the 𝑖  topic, k is the number of topics, 𝑡 ∈ (0,1). User's 
interest in the topic preference vector 𝑇  is calculated based on the context and the history of 
user information behavior characteristic vector 𝑇 = ∑ 𝑥 × 𝑇 = {𝑡 , 𝑡 , . . . 𝑡 } of 

scientific and technological literature. Where 𝐴 is the number of users' historical behaviors, 𝑥  
is the behavioral weight (retrieval, browsing, scoring, etc.) of one of the behaviors, and 𝑇  is the 
topic feature vector of scientific and technological literature corresponding to one of users' 
information behaviors. 
Definition 9: The sequence of characteristic words can be expressed as 𝐾 = {(𝑤 , 𝑘 ),
(𝑤 , 𝑘 ), . . . , (𝑤 , 𝑘 )} , where 𝑤 represents the keyword assigned to the 𝑖 topic, 𝑘 
represents the probability that the term is assigned to the 𝑖  topic, 𝑘 ∈ (0,1). 
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Based on the above three definitions and calculation methods, the research context-oriented 
user interest topic model proposed in this chapter can be expressed as𝐹 = {𝐶 , 𝑇ui, 𝐾 }, 𝐶 ∈
𝐶 . Where 𝐶  represents a certain context information of the user, and 𝑇  and 𝐾ui respectively 
represent the user's topic preference vector and its feature word sequence under this context 
information. 
After introducing the scientific research context, the user interest model can be expressed 
hierarchically to better express the user's interest preferences in different scientific research 
context dimensions. 

 
Figure 2: Topic model of user interest based on scientific research context 

 

3.2. Scientific literature recommendation model for scientific research context 
based on user preference topic model 

3.2.1. Basic ideas and steps 
The purpose of this section is to analyze the scientific and technological literature of user's 
historical behavior, to mine the topic interest preference of users under different research 
context information, and then extract the feature word sequence and its weight under each 
topic. Scientific and technological literature recommendation model for scientific research 
context based on user preference topic model is shown in the figure3, and the specific steps are 
as follows: 
Step1:Data collection. Obtain the user's historical behavior and interest preference in each 
context dimension. 
Step2:Data preprocessing. The scientific and technological texts in the training set were 
preprocessed by cleaning and word segmentation to get the word sequence of the texts. 
Step3:Scientific research context extraction. By analyzing the user's attribute characteristics 
and historical behavior, the information of the user's scientific research situation is extracted. 
Step4:Topic model training with word weight. The topic model training was carried out on the 
word sequences of science and technology texts by incorporating word weights. 
Step5: user interest model construction. Based on the results of model training, the topic 
distribution of text is obtained, and then the user - topic interest preferences under different 
research contexts are obtained. 
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Step6:Scientific and technological literature recommendation. The cosine formula is used to 
calculate the matching degree between the document topic feature vector and the user's topic 
preference vector in a specific scientific research context, and then the top-N scientific and 
technological literatures with greater similarity are recommended to the user. 
 

 
Figure 3:Scientific literature recommendation model for scientific research context based on 

user preference topic model 
 
3.2.2. Data collection module 
Since there is no public data set containing context factors in the field of text resources at 
present, this study develops an academic web page system and crawls various literatures on 
the knowledge net as data sources. Acquisition of real user data from users' registration 
information and daily historical behavior can effectively collect users' context information, 
behavior habits and interest preferences, which has a strong credibility. 
3.2.3. Data preprocessing module 
The design of data preprocessing module in this section is shown in the figure4 below: 
 

 
Figure 4: Data preprocessing 

 
Step1:First, it is necessary to screen and process the collected user text data, select user 
information with complete contextual information and rich data, and organize it into a unified 
format. 
Step2: Combine the scientific and technological texts of each user's historical behaviors in 
various situational dimensions into a document, one line of which represents a scientific and 
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technological text (in this paper, it refers to the abstract of scientific and technological 
literature), and then this document becomes the unique identification of the user in this context. 
Step3: After preprocessing the document such as Chinese word segmentation, part-of-speech 
tagging, stop word filtering, etc., the user's data text is converted into a word vector𝑑 =<
𝑤 , , 𝑤 , . . . 𝑤 , >, Where, 𝑤 (𝑖 = 1,2. . . , 𝑁) is the 𝑗  word in the user document 𝑑  (𝑁 is the 
total number of users; 𝑗 = 1,2. . . , 𝑛 . 𝑛  is the total number of words). Finally, the document 
representing users - word item matrix 𝑀 = {𝑑 , 𝑑 . . . 𝑑 } is obtained. 
3.2.4. Topic model training module incorporating word weights 
After the text set is preprocessed, the topic model with word weight is used to solve the problem. 
Then, two probability distributions can be obtained, namely, document topic distribution and 
topic word item distribution. 
The topic model incorporating word weight takes the global statistical features and local 
semantic features of words as the input of the topic model to comprehensively measure the 
importance of words in the text set.  
The algorithm used to describe the global statistical features of words is 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓 . which 
describes the weight of word items in the text set based on word frequency and inverse text 
matrix frequency. Through the weighting of 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓, the probability of high-frequency words 
appearing in the text topic can be reduced. The algorithm represents the text as a vector of 
𝑛weighted terms, and the calculation formula is as follows: 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤 ) = 𝑡𝑓(𝑤 ) × 𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤 ) =

𝑡𝑓(𝑤 ) × log(
df( )

),where 𝑡𝑓(𝑤 ) is the number of occurrences of the word 𝑤  in the text 𝑚, and 

𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤 ) is the inverse document frequency, and its value is𝑙𝑜𝑔(
( )

), 𝑁 is the number of texts 

in the text collection, and 𝑑𝑓(𝑤 ) is the number of occurrences of word 𝑤  in the text collection. 
The 𝑛 − 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚  probability statistical model calculates the probability of words and words 
forming a sequence locally, reflecting the co-occurrence relationship between words and words 
in a short distance. It identifies the contextual semantic connection of word sequences by 
assigning weights to each word sequence. Through the weighting of 𝑛 − 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚, the probability 
that words with multiple co-occurrence relationships within a short distance are used as text 
topics is improved. The 𝑛 − 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚  model is a word sequence. The 𝑖  word 𝑤  in the word 
sequence is only related to the first 𝑁  words. The formula for estimating the probability of 
occurrence of a word sequence 𝑃 is as follows: 𝑃(𝑆) = 𝑝(𝑤 )𝑝(𝑤 |𝑤 )𝑝(𝑤 |𝑤 ). . . 𝑝(𝑤 |𝑤 ). 
Then the characteristic value of word𝑤 in the text can be expressed as: 𝑊eight(𝑤 ) = 𝑡𝑓 −
𝑖𝑑𝑓(𝑤 ) ∗ 𝑝(𝑤 ). After identifying the importance of words, the document - word item matrix 
with probability feature values is used to replace the document - word item matrix obtained 
after the initial word segmentation, and the document - word item matrix is input into the LDA 
topic model for solving. Gibbs sampling method is used to solve the model. In the process of 
solving, prior parameters are needed: the prior parameters of the document-topic probability 
distribution and the prior parameters of the topic-word probability distribution. The model 
parameter values are set to choose 𝛼 = 50/𝑘 (the number of topics), 𝛽 = 0.01, and the number 
of Gibbs iterations is 1000. In this paper, the evaluation index commonly used in statistical 
language models, namely perplexity, is used to determine the optimal number of topics. The 
number of topics selected in this paper ranges from 3 to 27, and the experimental verification 
is carried out at an interval of 3.  
After solving the topic model with word weight, document - topic probability distribution 𝜃 and 
topic - word probability distribution 𝜑 can be obtained. The topics with the highest probability 
ranking in 𝜃 are selected as the topic interests of users, and the first 𝑡 word with the highest 
probability in 𝜑 is selected to represent this topic. 
The pseudo code of the topic model training module incorporating word weights is as follows: 
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Input: 
① The term-document matrix incorporating the eigenvalues of word probability (one 

column represents a scientific literature) 
② The number of topics 𝐾 the hyperparameters 𝛼 and 𝛽. 

Output: 
① Each word item of each scientific and technological literature is stored in tassign_model. 

txt by the assigned topic number. 
② The topic probability distribution of each article is stored in theta_mode.txt. 
③ The probability distribution of words under each topic is stored in phi_model.txt. 
④ The probability of each topic is sorted from high to low top-n keyword items stored in 

tword.txt. 
Steps: 
// Read in the user text dataset and train the model dictionary 
While(M pieces of scientific literature) 
{ 
// Get the word sequence after word segmentation of each scientific and technological 
literature, count the frequency of word occurrence, and get the document-word item matrix. 
// Weighted the 𝑡𝑓 − 𝑖𝑑𝑓 value of each word item with the probability value of the 𝑁 − 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 
model according to the formula given above. 
// Save the corresponding document, one for each user. 
} 
// Initializes the tech text model to be trained 
// Read the configuration parameter, iterate the number 
For(iterative process){ 
For(For each text in the text set){ 
For(each word item in the text){ 
// Call the sample function to get the subject number to which the term item belongs 
// Assign each word item to the topic 𝑇 }}} 
 
// Get the document-topic matrix 
// Get the topic-word item matrix 
 

 

 
Figure 5: User interest topic model construction 
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3.2.5. User interest topic module 
The construction of user interest topics mainly includes three dimensions: the user's scientific 
research context information, the topic preference vector and its feature word weight sequence. 
According to the above extracted scientific research context information, the topic feature 
vectors obtained after training and the sequence of feature word weights, the algorithm is used 
to construct the user's interest topic models to obtain interest lists in different scientific context 
dimensions. The user interest topic is constructed as Figure 5. 
The pseudocode implemented by the user interest topic model construction is as follows: 

Input: 
① User research context information 
② The user's historical behavior context text set 

Output: 
① User-topic probability distributions under different context dimensions 
② The distribution of topic-feature word sequences under different context dimensions 

 
Steps: 
// Firstly, the user's scientific research context information is extracted and the user's 
scientific research context set is divided 
// Extract the user behavior data in each context set from the user historical behavior context 
text set, and select the qualified users(Type of research context) { 
(user id) { 

// iterate through all users that fit the context category 
// Thematic model training with word weights 
// Get the user topic feature vector and its keyword weight sequence in this context 
} 
} 

 
 
3.2.6. Scientific and technological literature recommendation module 
The recommendation process of scientific and technological literature for scientific research 
context based on the user preference topic model is as follows: 
 

 
Figure 6: The recommendation process of scientific and technological literature for scientific 

research context based on the user preference topic model 
 

Step1:Get the historical behavior set of users in a specific scientific research context, use the 
topic model with word vector to train the document, construct the relationship between user-
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context-document-topic-keyword weight sequence, and so as to discover the user's interest 
topic. 
Step2:Generate the topic probability distribution of all literatures (the topic model training of 
integrating word weight into the processed literatures was carried out above) 
Step3:The cosine formula is used to calculate the matching degree between the document topic 
feature vector and the user's topic preference vector in a specific scientific research context, 
and then the 𝑇𝑜𝑝 − 𝑁 scientific and technological literatures with greater similarity are 
recommended to the user. 

4. Experiment 

4.1. Experiment Environment 
Since there is no public data set containing context factors in the field of text resources at 
present, this paper develops an academic web page system to collect users' information of 
scientific research context and historical behavior context set.  
The purpose of the experiment is to dig out users' potential interest topics from their historical 
behavior contexts. In this experiment, we recruited 50 undergraduates, masters and doctors 
from a certain university as experimental users, and guided them to complete the registration 
of the system and fill in the basic information of users. Before the experiment, we guided the 
participating user groups on the purpose and task of the experiment, and asked them to browse, 
score and inquire according to the requirements.  
The experiment period was set to be one month, during which the 50 students participating in 
the experiment selected the topic keywords they were interested in according to their own 
research fields and task situations and searched them in the system for at least 200 times in 
each task situation. 80% of the experimental data set was used as the training data set and 20% 
as the test data set. Each user participating in the experiment clicks, browses, scores and other 
operations according to their own task types and actual needs, and the system automatically 
records these behaviors into the behavioral transaction set database.  
After the experiment, the experimental results of the 50 users were collected and the data were 
statistically analyzed. Firstly, the data set is filtered, then the relevant documents are 
preprocessed, and the topic preference vector and its keyword weight sequence are obtained. 
The data set includes three main files: the user's research situation information table, the 
science and technology text content table, and the user's interest topic model table. 

4.2. Evaluation indicators 
In this paper, Precision, Recall and F-measure, which are important indicators to measure the 
performance of TOP-N recommendation, are used for comparison and verification. Accurate 
Precision refers to the proportion of the number of content that meets the requirements in the 
recommendation list to the total number of actual recommendations. R(U) refers to the 
recommendation list generated according to the user's behavior on the test set, and T(U) refers 
to the user's behavior list on the test set. 

𝑃recision =
∑ ∈ | ( )∩ ( )|

∑ ∈ | ( )|
                                                              (1) 

The recall rate is used to measure the accuracy of the recommendation, which measures the 
ratio of the number of items in the recommendation list that meet the requirements to the 
number of items that meet the requirements[15]. 

𝑅ecall =
∑ ∈ | ( )∩ ( )|

∑ ∈ | ( )|
                                                              (2) 

𝐹 =                                                                               (3) 
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4.3. Experimental results and discussion 
4.3.1. Determination of the number of topics 
Symmetric Dirichlet super parameters are adopted, 𝛼 = 𝑘/50 (𝑘is the number of topics), 𝛽 =
0.01 , and the number of iterations is 1000. In order to determine the number of topics in 
scientific and technological literature, the Perplexity was used as the evaluation index by using 
the way of five-fold cross validation. Perplexity is a standard indicator for evaluating the 
generalization ability of a model, which is closely related to likelihood estimation. The smaller 
the perplexity value, the stronger the generalization ability of the model. It is often used to 
determine the number of topics in the data set to be analyzed. Due to the conditional 
dependence between latent variables in the 𝑛 − 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚 model, in order to effectively calculate 
the perplexity of the model, this paper provides an iterative calculation method based on the 
classic 𝐿𝐷𝐴 topic model. 
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Where, 𝑑 is each text in the test set 𝑀, 𝑁 represents the number of (2-gram) words in the 𝑑 
document, 𝑝(𝑤 )  represents the probability of generation of the 𝑑 document under the 
constraint of the 𝑛 − 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚  model, and 𝑧  is the topic after integrating the grammar model 
training. It mainly includes two steps. 

 
Figure 7: Comparison chart of perplexity between LDA and UTMC models 

 
Step 1: Convert the trained topic-term distribution document integrated into the n-gram topic 
model into a dictionary to obtain the corresponding probability; 
Step 2: Count the length of the test set, and finally get the perplexity under different number of 
topics.In order to stabilize the Gibbs sampling process as much as possible, 10,000 Gibbs 
sampling iterations were run on the scientific and technological literature test set, and the 
perplexity was calculated according to the results of the last sampling. The following figure 
shows the change trend of the perplexity of scientific literature with the number of topics. It is 
not difficult to see that when the number of topics K=22, the perplexity value is the smallest. All 
the analysis results below will limit K=22. 
4.3.2. Examination of Effectiveness of No-Context-Weighted-LDA model and Context-

Weighted-LDA model  
We examined the effectiveness of No-Context-Weighted-LDA model that does not consider 
scientific research context information and the Context-Weighted-LDA model proposed in this 
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paper by comparing the testee’s accuracy(F-measure) . In this experiment, it is assumed that in 
the Context-Weighted-LDA model, the accuracy of the user interest model is the mean value in 
each context.,where n=50.The interest accuracy of the two user models are calculated 
separately. The results are as follows: 
 

 
Figure 8: Accuracy of different recommended methods 

 
As can be seen from the experimental statistical results, the overall F-measure of the scientific 
literature recommendation method based on the context-weighted-LDA model is 63.048%, and 
the overall F-measure of the scientific literature recommendation method based on the no-
context-weighted-LDA model is 52.448%, indicating that the scientific literature 
recommendation method based on the scientific research contextual user preference topic 
proposed in this paper has a good overall effect. 
Further analysis of the data that the accuracy of contextual recommendation results is lower 
than that of non-contextual recommendation results shows that the reasons for the 
unsatisfactory recommendation results lie in the following two points: Firstly, there are few 
related testees found according to the similarity of the scientific research context model, or 
even unrelated testees, such as testees No. 14 and No. 39. Secondly, in the experimental process 
of accessing scientific and technological literature, researchers' interests and preferences are 
widely distributed, and the topic they visit are not concentrated and clear. The above problems 
will be significantly improved with the increase of the number of technical staff visits and the 
clarity of the task topic. 
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